Description of our Experience and Services
Progressive Driving School is recognized by the Ministry of Transportation
The course is a full defensive driving course which includes collision avoidance and highway emergencies.
The In-Classroom portion covers the mandatory hours (20) required by the *Ministry of Transportation and
are done over four days starting at 10.00am until 4.00pm. It covers a strong curriculum consisting of all
aspects a student should know to prepare them for safe driving, Defensive Driving, Adverse Condition
(especially winter driving) City Driving, Night & low light driving, Highway / Freeway driving and how to
merge and exit an Expressway among many skills.

A student must complete all four (4) days of the course and if a class is missed, a makeup class can be taken
in a following month before a student can graduate. Graduate with an insurance discount certificate after
completing our courses.

In-car lessons are private one-on-one instruction and can be arranged around the student’s time, they are
taught by full-time professional dedicated instructors who are patient and courteous and are the most
experienced in town. Note: All our Instructors obtain an updated Police Criminal Records Check (PCRC) and
Vulnerable Sector Check (VSC) which is an essential component of our hiring process and their vehicles
subjected to yearly safety checks.
*All students must complete ten (10) hours of in-vehicle training. The lessons consist of 12 lessons at 45
minutes’ long and one lesson an hour, which meets the 10 in -car hours required. For the in-vehicle training,
Progressive Driving School has a unique payment plan to suit your time and budget.

Once a student has enrolled, they can, if licenced, start the in-car training before the classroom starts.
Students are taught in a progressive method, which is to approach and negotiate all driving situations in a
safe and methodical way so that they have the skills to deal with an ever changing and unpredictable
environment.

If you have problems scheduling your time around other activities, we will work with you to plan the course
around your time.
*We can help you pass your G2 exit 1st time, call for a G1 and G2 prep lesson.
*We teach winter driving and skid avoidance in season.
*Refresher courses and in-vehicle retraining and assessments for drivers of all ages.
*Special training for senior drivers and doctor evaluations.
*Corporate Training courses for businesses and industry.

Course Director: Peter Keddie, one of Ontario’s most experienced driver educators, of classroom and invehicle training with over 30 years’ experience.

Our classes run on specific weekends, monthly all through the year with special 4 day courses during
summer, December and March Break, for more information or help, call our dedicated full time office staff at
807-343-9291 from 10am to 2pm Monday to Thursday and 12.00 to 3.00pm on Friday for help and information
on all our courses.
Thunder Bay’s most popular driving school since 1986

